CLASS ASSIGNMENT
LESSON 3: WHY DO PEOPLE TAKE DRUGS?

Please answer the following questions. Use additional paper as needed.

1. Give two examples of the following statement, either from your own experience or that you invent: “The consequences of drug use are always worse than the problem one is trying to solve with them.”

   Example 1: __________________________________________________________
               __________________________________________________________
               __________________________________________________________
               __________________________________________________________

   Example 2: __________________________________________________________
               __________________________________________________________
               __________________________________________________________
               __________________________________________________________

2. For each of the two examples you described in your answer to question #1, describe something that the person might have done to solve the problem that he or she was trying to solve with drugs.

   Example 1: __________________________________________________________
               __________________________________________________________
               __________________________________________________________
               __________________________________________________________

   Example 2: __________________________________________________________
               __________________________________________________________
               __________________________________________________________
               __________________________________________________________
Example 2: ________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________

Class: _____________________________________________________

Date: ______________________________________________________